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KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Finalization of geotechnical reports, which are part of the Draft 15% Design Submittal – Full
Package.



Progressed the 15% cost estimating work. Draft 15% cost estimate quantity take offs will be
submitted to the PMT by the second week of September 2012.



Continued preparation of an AA type analysis for Sand Canyon tunnel extension in Santa Clarita.



Continued identification and feasibility study of alternative locations for the Terminal Storage
Maintenance Facility (TSMF) in the San Fernando Valley



Continued analysis for an alternative Burbank Station north of Hollywood Way at the request of the
Burbank Airport and Metro.



Continued analysis of alternatives for the shared Metro owned right of way across the San
Fernando Valley. Metro, Metrolink and UPRR’s desire is for HST to be on the east side rather than
the west side as previously studied during the AA process.



Responded and resolved PMT/EMT review comments on May and June In‐Progress submissions.

MAJOR/KEY ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


There are six Change Request Forms (CRFs) pending with the PMT/Authority for approval.
Previously submitted CRF’s for FY 2010/11, which were lost, have now been compiled into one CRF
and re‐submitted for approval. PL team had submitted all the CRFs for additional and deducted
scope on time at the close of the FY. Although the CRFs for FY 2010/11 and FY 2011/12 result in a
zero change against the fiscal year budget, the out of scope work identified by the CRF’s will need
to be added to the overall contract value. The CRFs still pending approval are listed below:
o CRF for the ‘additional’ scope of work and ‘deducted’ scope of work FY 2010/11
o CRF for the ‘additional’ scope of work and ‘deducted’ scope of work FY 2011/12
o CRF for additional work for Alignment (Plan & Profile Drawings) FY 2011/12
o CRF for additional work for Supplemental Alternative Analysis FY 2011/12
o CRF for Terminal Storage and Maintenance Facility FY 2011/12 CPR for Noise and Vibration
level evaluation FY 2011‐12
PL has not received any copies of the CRFs approved recently by the Change Control Board.



Failure to execute an agreement with UPRR regarding sharing right of way through Palmdale could
impact alignments in Palmdale. Alignment alternatives in Palmdale include options with shared
right of way with UPRR and Metrolink.



Alignment alternatives between Sylmar and LAUS have been developed based on sharing Metro‐
owned ROW. The AA presented to the Authority Board in July 10, 2010 and the Supplemental AA
presented on May 5, 2011 concluded that HST should share the ROW on the east side of the
existing corridor. Metro has indicated agreement in principle to share the ROW, but details of such
an agreement remain undetermined. On‐going discussion with Metro are currently resulting in the
revisiting of alternatives previously dismissed during the AA studies. Securing an agreement
appears to be further complicated by the requirements to retain UPRR‘s rights in the corridor. In a
recent meeting with Metro, Metrolink and UPRR held on August 21, 2012 it was concluded that
HST must preserve UPRR’s potential access to businesses on the east side of the right to way. This
is a significant change in direction and may present significant additional impacts across the San
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Fernando Valley and reductions in HST operational speed. Studies are currently on‐going to address
this change and associated impacts.






The Authority and local transportation agencies have drafted a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU), which identifies local transportation improvements. The goal of this MOU appears to be
corridor improvements that jointly benefit local transportation and future HSR operations. While
this MOU is beneficial to both parties, final details need to be resolved. Monthly alignment review
meetings with Metro and Metrolink should now begin to address this concern.
Currently PL is re‐examining the layouts of the San Fernando Valley station alternatives to provide
for their use as an interim terminus for the Initial Operating Section. There are a number of
operational requirements for the interim terminus station in the San Fernando Valley that have not
been fully developed and need to be characterized fully so they can be addressed in the design as
well as the EIR/EIS.
PL team is currently in the process of completing a draft AA study aimed at screening of multiple
proposed locations for a Terminal Storage and Maintenance Facility (SMF) in the SF Valley. The
introduction of the TSMF in the San Fernando Valley could have significant impacts to both
alignment and urban areas and is likely to be very controversial.



A study similar to an AA for Santa Clarita tunnel alternative in Sand Canyon is being prepared at the
request of the PMT/Authority. This study was agreed by the Authority at the City Council Meeting
held in May 2012. This study has the potential for the establishment of a policy for the Authority
regarding the application of tunnels along the alignment. As a policy level decision it must be
presented to the Authority Board for approval.



The environmental analysis for LAUS will now be included in the PL sections EIR/EIS ahead of the
LAA sections draft environmental document. PL team will need the following information for the
environmental footprint from LAA:
o Construction staging areas
o Any grade separations around LAUS
o Access
o Traffic pattern
o Parking requirement
o Revised ridership numbers

SCHEDULE DELAYS & RC MITIGATION EFFORTS


Due to the on‐going discussions regarding tracks along east side or west side in the San Fernando
Valley it is not yet clear how much rework will be necessary to accommodate the change. It is likely
that the ongoing dialogue decision will require additional time before a final decision and direction
is determined. Rework of the 15% PE design may be required. The new submittal date for the
‘draft’ 15% preliminary engineering design is now December 2012 and the updated final 15%
design is March 2013. The Environmental technical studies and affected environment chapters will
now include the analysis for LAUS and up to three TSMF locations and will be completed by January
2013. Once the decision about additional TSMF locations is finalized, the environmental analysis
will be included in the EIR/EIS process, which may require additional time and budget.
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Revised Environmental Milestone Dates as per AWP Version 3.01
Schedule

ChPt. A
concurr
ence

ChPt. B
Concurr
ence

Jul - 12

Jan - 13

Technical
Reports

Admin
Draft
EIR/EIS

15%
Design
Draft &
Final

Draft
EIR/EIS
for
Public
review

ChPt. C
LEDPA

Apr - 13

Dec-12 &
Mar-13

Aug-13

Dec- 13

FY12/13 thru
Nov - 12

FY15/16

Final
EIR/EIS

April- 14

PE4P
NOD/ROD
Design

May-Jun 14

Aug-15

FINANCIAL REPORTING


The baseline budget figures refer to those included in the approved AWP version 3.01 for the
current FY 2012/13. The first NTP provided for the current fiscal year was $3.9 Million,
approximately one third of the projected budget of $12.02 Million. The NTP of $3.9 Million was
split as $1.75 Million for ‘Design’ and $2.15 Million for the ‘Acquisition’.



The following commentary utilizes AWP version 3.01 projected budget/cashflow (for a budget of
$12,016,800) as a baseline for comparison:
o By the end of the August 2012 reporting period, the Palmdale to Los Angeles Corridor team
was at 16% of budgeted costs for the fiscal year to date.
o For the FY 2012/13 to‐date, Task 1 is at 19.4% and Task 2 is at 13.6% of budgeted costs.
Task 3, Alternatives Analysis is at 47.5% of anticipated cost and Task 4, Preliminary
Engineering is at 16.1% of expected cost. Task 5, Environmental and Task 6, Station
Planning are at and respectively at 15.1% and 7.9%. Task 7 is only at 1.2% of the budgeted
amount. The progress in each task includes ODC’s.
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FY 2012‐13 Labor Hours Detail By Tasks
AWP VERSION 3.01 BUDGETED HOURS and ACTUALS
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FY 2012‐13 Dollars/Cash Flow – AWP Budget and Actuals
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FY 2012‐13 Expenditure Detail by tasks including ODC’s
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PROGRAM HOURS – BUDGET PROJECTED AND ACTUALS
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PROGRAM DOLLARS – BUDGET PROJECTED AND ACTUALS
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PHYSICAL PERCENT COMPLETE
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EARNED VALUE
This report shows the Earned Value Report (EVR) and the Cost Performance Report (CPR) for August
2012. The budget was re‐baselined at the beginning of the FY 2011‐12. The earned value was reset by
adjusting the physical completion percentages at the end of FY 2011‐12 to show the remaining work to
be performed to RTL.
The SPI for the Surveying and Mapping item under 4.11 is low due to the fact that the decision to start
this work was conveyed to PL in the end of July 2012. The work is being mobilized and will start in
September 2012.
The SPI for the environmental technical reports and the EIR/EIS sections is low for this month, but will
catch up during next three months and the deliverables will be submitted on time.
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Cost Performance Report
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Planned Progress

53.6%

Actual Progress

51.7%
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TASK 1 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


PL project schedule was updated based on the August 2012 progress.



Latest schedule milestones are set forth as follows:
FY 2012‐13



AWP Milestones (Revised)




15% P.E. Design (Overall Draft) September 2012
15% P.E. Design (final)
March 2013

December 2012
March, 2013



‘Checkpoint B’ concurrence

January 2013



Admin draft EIR/EIS submittal

April 2013

April 2013



Draft EIR/EIS (public review)

August 2013

August 2013



‘Checkpoint C’ concurrence

December 2013

December 2013



Final EIR/EIS

April 2014

April 2014



NOD

May 2014

May 2014



ROD

June2014

June 2014



PE4P Eng. Design

August 2015

August 2015

Next Risk Management workshop will be held in October 2012.
Submitted revised and updated Earned Value based on August progress and FY 2012‐13 budget.

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED (1.1)


Several briefing calls were conducted during this month to update stakeholders on project
progress. See Task 2 for details of briefings and meetings attended.



Bi weekly meeting with Metro and Metrolink to discuss shared ROW.



Union Station Master Plan Meeting on August 16, 2012



Burbank City Council HSR Subcommittee Meeting on August 22, 2012



LA River Project Webinar on August 23, 2012



LA River Project Workshop on August 30, 2012



PL Over the Shoulder Review of VMF and San Fernando alignment with PMT, Metro and Metrolink
on July 30, 2012

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


Documents listed under individual tasks below.

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


Alignment alternatives between Sylmar and LAUS have been developed based on sharing Metro‐
owned ROW. The AA presented to the Authority Board in July 10, 2010 and the Supplemental AA
presented on May 5, 2011 concluded that HST should share the ROW on the east side of the
existing corridor. Metro has indicated agreement in principle to share the ROW, but details of such
an agreement remain undetermined. On‐going discussion with Metro are currently resulting in the
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revisiting of alternatives previously dismissed during the AA studies. Securing an agreement
appears to be further complicated by the requirements to retain UPRR‘s rights in the corridor. In a
recent meeting with Metro, Metrolink and UPRR held on August 21, 2012 it was concluded that
HST must preserve UPRR’s potential access to businesses on the east side of the right to way. This
is a significant change in direction and may present significant additional impacts across the San
Fernando Valley and reductions in HST operational speed. Studies are currently on‐going to address
this change and associated impacts.


PL team is currently in the process of completing a draft AA study aimed at screening of multiple
proposed locations for a Terminal Storage and Maintenance Facility (SMF) in the SF Valley. The
introduction of the TSMF in the San Fernando Valley could have significant impacts to both
alignment and urban areas and is likely to be very controversial.



A study similar to an AA for Santa Clarita tunnel alternative in Sand Canyon is being prepared at the
request of the PMT/Authority. This study was agreed by the Authority at the City Council Meeting
held in May 2012. This study has the potential for the establishment a policy for the Authority
regarding the application of tunnels along the alignment. As a policy level decision it must be
presented to the Authority Board for approval.



Based on the direction from the PMT all the additional scope and deducted scope change request
forms (CRFs) those had been misplaced in the process earlier, were compiled into one CRF for FY
2010/11 and submitted for change control review process. Also, three change request forms for
un‐scoped additional work and deducted scope in FY 2011/12 were re‐submitted incorporating
PMT comments. Approval of change requests for the additional work on I‐5/Grapevine and Noise
and Vibration has not been received from the Authority and the PMT so far.

TASK 2 – PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Continued coordination and implementation of key stakeholder briefings regarding Palmdale –
Sylmar Supplemental Alternative Analysis report as a result of May 3, 2012 Board Meeting and
alignment alternatives from Los Angeles Union Station through the San Fernando Valley. (2.5)



Provided strategic counsel to project team with regards to corridor cities and key stakeholders.
(2.5)



Continued meetings with corridor cities elected officials, staff and key stakeholders to provide
section update and to review alignment alternatives, grade separations, station planning and
location options throughout the corridor. (2.5)



Continued coordination meetings with local stakeholder organizations along the Palmdale‐Los
Angeles alignment to provide information on the alignment alternatives and the environmental
process. (2.5)



Provided stakeholder outreach videos, which documented comments regarding the High‐Speed
Rail project, from community events from the Palmdale‐Los Angeles section to the Authority press
team for use in online communication platforms. (2.7)



Provided social media posts, if applicable, to Authority, related to comments being raised in
dialogues with stakeholders within Palmdale‐Los Angeles section. (2.7)

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED
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Granada Hills Chamber of Commerce Briefing on August 1, 2012



Native American Advisory Committee Meeting on August 1, 2012



Informational Booth at California Construction Expo Activity Center on August 2, 2012



Informational Booth at Nike 3 on 3 Activity Center on August 5, 2012



CHSRA Title VI Program Guidelines Conference Call on August 9, 2012



Fresno to Bakersfield Section DEIR Open House on August 13, 2012



Hollywood Studio District Neighborhood Council Briefing on August 13, 2012



Silver Lake Neighborhood Council Transportation Committee Briefing on August 13, 2012



Union Station Master Plan Meeting on August 16, 2012



Informational Booth and Briefing at Downtown Los Angeles Neighborhood Council Transit Forum
on August 16, 2012



Glassell Park Neighborhood Council Briefing on August 21, 2012



Burbank City Council HSR Subcommittee Meeting on August 22, 2012



LA River Project Webinar on August 23, 2012



Fresno to Bakersfield Section DEIR Public Hearing on August 27, 2012



Congress member Schiff Staff Briefing on August 28, 2012



Burbank Kiwanis Club Briefing on August 29, 2012



LA River Project Workshop on August 30, 2012



PL Over the Shoulder Review of VMF and San Fernando alignment with PMT, Metro and Metrolink
on July 30, 2012



Bi‐weekly Regional Outreach Conference call on July 30, 2012 and August 27, 2012



PL/PMT Bi‐weekly Update Meeting on August 8, 2012 and August 22, 2012

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


Palmdale to Los Angeles SAA report



Revised 2012 Business Plan

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


Many planned outreach activities have not been approved while the Authority develops a
statewide outreach strategy. The recent denial of a planned community open house in Acton
aimed at addressing outstanding issues is likely to result in the community heightening their
current efforts to fight the Project. In addition, the recent rejection of participation in several
activity centers (planned community events) has severely limited the section’s outreach efforts and
is hindering our ability to abide by the new Title VI requirements outlined by the Authority.



Local groups and elected officials along the segment between Palmdale and Santa Clarita have
expressed concern regarding potential impacts of the current alignment alternatives to property
and the environment. In response to a letter from the Santa Clarita City Council, a technical report
is being prepared to study the possibility of a tunnel extension through the Santa Clarita Valley.



Local groups and elected officials have requested further discussion/briefings on grade separations
and proposed alternative routes between LAUS and Sylmar, some discussions focused on
16
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interaction with the LA River, state parks, a high school and residential neighborhoods in the LAUS
to SR2 subsection.


Agency partners and elected officials have requested further discussions/briefings on the TSMF in
the San Fernando Valley, along with the associated alignment through the Valley to understand
potential impacts. Based on agency discussions, further dialogue needs to continue on possible
impacts dependent upon how the right of way is shared through the San Fernando Valley.



Briefings that have occurred regarding grade separations and station options expressed concerns
regarding the impacts to the adjacent residences and businesses. Additional briefings will be
required as these footprints continue to evolve.



Local groups and elected officials have expressed concerns regarding noise/vibration impacts
associated with alignment alternatives throughout the section including impacts of tunneling.
Should no response be provided, it will likely heighten opposition to the Project and alignment
alternatives through a majority of the section.

ONGOING ACTIVITIES


Maintained Stakeholder Database by regularly updating elected officials, city and county staff and
local group contact information.



Updated PL Master Database with contacts from activity centers, elected official/stakeholder
recommendations, and meetings/briefings.



Continued to provide strategy to engage stakeholders in Los Angeles, Santa Clarita, Acton and Agua
Dulce, San Fernando Valley and Palmdale.



Continued to support the Authority and VMA with regional outreach directives.



Coordinated stakeholder meetings and associated documentation.



Discussed Palmdale – Sylmar Supplemental Alternatives Analysis (SAA) with elected officials, staff,
key stakeholders and local groups to inform such stakeholders of the Board’s decision in May on
the SAA and the environmental timeline for the section.



Discussed grade separation options, TSMF location(s) and the alignment within San Fernando
Valley with elected officials, staff and key stakeholders to gather additional information related to
community input.



Provided strategy on community outreach to Acton/Aqua Dulce stakeholders regarding the
proposed alignment alternatives outlined in the SAA.



Provided email updates to VMA Communications to forward to CHSRA Board and to distribute to
the Southern California stakeholder database.



Drafted and finalized meeting minutes from meetings and briefings.



Drafted responses to stakeholders asking questions via hotline, e‐mail, and voicemail.



Continued to collaborate with Metro and Metrolink on section alignment, grade separations,
station options, TSMF location(s) and key stakeholders outreach activities within the segment.



Continued to contact community groups, key stakeholders, and environmental justice groups to
schedule project briefings.



Continued to upload to and update ProjectSolve2 with current presentations, outreach materials
and meeting minutes.



Maintained master calendar of outreach events and meetings.
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Maintained comment letter issue and response matrix.



Continued to monitor local media outlets in Palmdale to Los Angeles segment and work with press
to provide information as directed.

TASK 3 ‐ PROJECT DEFINITION
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Continued preparation of Sand Canyon tunnel analysis and provided draft to environmental
team for input. (3.4.9)



Continued preparation of Terminal Layup/Storage and Maintenance Facility (TSMF) report
considering location options and environmental impacts. Provided draft to environmental team
for input. (3.4.9)



Developed interpretations of guidance on San Fernando Valley temporary terminal station and
provided to PMT for review and comment. (3.4.9)



Continued consideration of “Blended Approach” and opportunities for advance projects.

KEY MEETINGS


Teleconference with PMT on IOS temporary terminal station requirements, August 3, 2012.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


None this period.

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


TSMF design criteria continue to evolve. Changes to criteria, such as reductions in the number
of tracks and increase in length of storage tracks would significantly change the analysis of
potential TSMF locations and the selection of locations to be taken through 15% design and the
environmental process.



Initial direction by EMT/PMT was to apply the design criteria at 15% level alignment
development. Localized impacts and stakeholder concerns are driving design changes at the
15% level that will potentially change Project Description and delay environmental analyses.

TASK 4 ‐ PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Continued developing adjustments to the alignment in the San Fernando Valley, with revised and
relaxed design criteria for cross section and VMF, to reduce impacts and to allow advance
implementation of Metrolink improvements, as requested by Metro and Metrolink, and directed by
PMT. Prepared draft report outlining variances necessary to achieve changes requested by Metro,
for PMT/EMT review and concurrence. Proceeded to develop concepts for TSMF lead tracks for
east side TSMF locations at Branford and Tuxford if HST tracks were on the west side of the ROW
(4.1.2 out‐of‐scope work)
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Resulting from meeting with UPRR and City of Palmdale, commenced developing revised alignment
for SR 14E alignment alternative in Palmdale that is no longer constrained by City’s Rancho Vista
(Avenue P) grade separation project and improves pinch point of railroad ROW near East Palmdale
Station. (4.1.2 out‐of‐scope work)



PMT has indicated no requirement for auralizations for outreach purposes. (4.1.2)



Responded and resolved PMT/EMT review comments on 15% In‐Progress Submittal #5 (Temporary
Construction Facilities) submitted to PMT/EMT June 8, 2012. (4.1.3)



Resolved with PMT/EMT responses review comments on 15% In‐Progress Submittal #3 (Stations)
submitted to PMT/EMT May 14, 2012. (4.1.4)



Continued consideration of an alternative Burbank station location north of Hollywood Way as
requested by Metro and Burbank Airport, and directed by PMT. (4.1.4 out‐of‐scope work)



Requested criteria and developed concepts for temporary terminus stations in the San Fernando
Valley for the IOS and Bay‐to‐Basin phases. (4.1.4 out‐of‐scope work).



Responded and resolved PMT/EMT review comments on roadway structures drawings included in
15% In‐Progress Submittal #5 (Roadways) submitted to PMT/EMT June 8, 2012. (4.1.5)



MOWF drawings remained on hold pending decision on locations in Bakersfield‐Palmdale section.
(4.1.7)



Resolved with PMT/EMT responses to review comments on 15% In‐Progress Submittal 3 (TMSF)
submitted to PMT/EMT May 14, 2012. (4.1.7)



Received PMT/EMT review comments on Earthworks Management Report, included in 15% In‐
Progress Submittal 5 (Grading) submitted to PMT/EMT on June 8, 2012. Grading work on hold
pending decisions on alignment changes arising from discussions with Metro and Metrolink on San
Fernando Valley. (4.1.8)



Responded to and resolved PMT/EMT review comments on Hydrology and Hydraulics reports,
included in 15% In‐Progress Submittal 5 (Hydrology and Hydraulics) submitted to PMT/EMT June 8,
2012. (4.1.9)



Responded to and resolved PMT/EMT review comments on utility conflicts and relocations report,
included in 15% In‐Progress Submittal 5 (Utilities) submitted to PMT/EMT June 8, 2012. (4.1.10)



Continued finalizing geotechnical reports to be included in Draft 15% Design Submittal – Full
Package. (4.1.11)



ROW work continued as needed to support updating alignment and tunnel drawings. Responded
to and resolved PMT/EMT review comments on ROW report and cost estimate included in 15% In‐
Progress Submittal 5 (Right‐of‐Way) submitted to PMT/EMT June 8, 2012. ROW drawings to be
included in Draft 15% Design Submittal – Full Package. (4.1.13)



Resolved with PMT/EMT review comments on 15% In‐Progress Submittal 3 (Roadways and Grade
Separations) submitted to PMT/EMT May 14, 2012. Responded to and resolved PMT/EMT review
comments on expanded set of drawings included in In‐Progress submittal 5 (Roadways and Grade
Separations) submitted to PMT/EMT June 8, 2012 (4.1.15)



Resolved with PMT/EMT some of the review comments on 15% In‐Progress Submittal 4 (Systems)
submitted to PMT/EMT May 25, 2012. Agreed to update key plans and resubmit for further review.
(4.2)
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Continued 15% cost estimating work liaising with PMT/EMT on development of project‐specific unit
cost elements reflecting unique site conditions and configurations. Continued out‐of‐scope work
responding to PMT requests on cost and construction schedule. (4.7)



Continued receiving, responding to, and resolving comments on 15% in‐progress submittals. (4.9)



Received PMT agreement to proceed with mapping, August 2, 2012. (4.11.1)

KEY MEETINGS


Review meeting with Metro and Metrolink, July 30, 2012.



Union Station Master Plan briefing with Metro and PMT, August 16, 2012.



Briefing meeting with Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to discuss power line crossings
and potential impacts on Valley Steam Plant, August 21, 2012.



Meeting with Union Pacific Railroad, City of Palmdale and CHSTP Program Management Team,
August 24, 2012.



Regional Consultant Engineering Managers bi‐weekly telephone conference with EMT, August 6
and 20, 2012.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED



Draft dated 28‐Aug‐2012 of TM 2.8.1 Safety and Security Design Requirements for Infrastructure
Elements Rev. 0.
Executed copy of CHSRA UPRR MOU Blended Service dated 11‐Jul‐2012.

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


Lack of definition on PMT/CHSRA requirements for phased implementation and the implications of
the blended approach. 15% engineering continues assuming the full build out to LAUS.



San Fernando station alternatives will have to be redesigned to also function as temporary
terminus stations for the IOS and Bay‐to‐Basin phases. The new Business Plan indicates temporary
ridership far higher than the ultimate case that the station alternatives are currently designed for,
and draft operating plans show frequency of service that cannot be met with two platforms. Due
to these high levels of uncertainty, redesign of the San Fernando station alternatives will be a
significant addition to existing scope and schedule, and design criteria are urgently needed to avoid
delay to completion of 15% design and the Draft EIR/EIS.



The alignment through the San Fernando Valley has been revised due to the addition of a Terminal
Maintenance and Storage Facility (TMSF) location, but the TMSF has significant impacts and as the
TMSF location and requirements continue to change, and additional TMSF alternative locations
have to be added to 15% design, further alignment rework is required.



Alignments between SR 2 (Glendale Freeway) and LAUS have been revised to suit latest LAUS
configuration options, but it is understood that LAUS configuration is still subject to revision.



Tunnel fire/life safety and ventilation requirements may impact tunnel configuration, including the
need for mid‐tunnel ventilation facilities in the longest tunnels. Per PMT direction no further work
on tunnel aerodynamics or ventilation design is being pursued.



Based on discussions with PMT/EMT, locations of traction power facilities have been developed,
but there is no confirmation of power utility company acceptance of power feed locations or
requirements.
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PMT and Authority direction is to assume sharing the Metro ROW in the San Fernando Valley.
Meetings with Metro/Metrolink are now ongoing. Metro’s requirements to reduce impacts and to
allow advance implementation of Metrolink improvements may require rework of the existing
alignment and other 15% engineering.



PMT guidance on location of MOWF for 15% is needed. An updated report has been submitted and
it is currently assumed that the facility will be placed in the Bakersfield to Palmdale section.



PMT and Authority direction is to assume sharing the UPRR ROW in Palmdale, but liaison with
UPRR is handled by the Authority and the RC has no confirmation of UPRR’s agreement,
requirements or criteria, although a meeting with UPRR was held this period.

TASK 5 ‐ PROJECT LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Environmental Management (5.1)


Organized and attended bi‐weekly project progress meetings/ conference calls with the
environmental team.



Attended PMT/PL Team bi‐weekly meetings.



Provided environmental input on the Sand Canyon Alternatives Analysis report.



Provided environmental input on the TSMF Alternatives Analysis report.

Technical Studies (5.2)


Continued preparation of technical analyses for the following environmental resources :
o 5.2.1 Transportation
o 5.2.2 Air Quality
o 5.2.3 Noise and Vibration
o 5.2.4 Biological Resources and Wetlands
o 5.2.5 Hydrology and Water Resources
o 5.2.6 Geology, Soils, Seismicity
o 5.2.7 Hazardous Materials and Wastes
o 5.2.8 Community Impact Statement
o 5.2.9 Relocation Impact Memorandum
o 5.2.10 Aesthetics and Visual Quality
o 5.2.11 Cultural Resources
Key data gaps include environmental footprint for LAUS, description of IOS and blended approach,
construction staging area locations and access roads locations.

EIR‐EIS Sections (5.3)


Continued preparation of technical analyses for the for the following environmental resources:
o 5.3.1 Transportation
o 5.3.2 Air Quality and Climate Change
o 5.3.3 Noise and Vibration
o 5.3.5 Public Utilities and Energy
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o 5.3.6 Biological Resources and Wetlands
o 5.3.7 Hydrology and Water Resources
o 5.3.8 Geology, Soils, Seismicity
o 5.3.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes
o 5.3.10 Safety and Security
o 5.3.11 Socioeconomic, Communities, and Environmental Justice
o 5.3.12 Local Growth, Station Planning, and Land Use
o 5.3.13 Agricultural Lands
o 5.3.14 Parks, Recreational and Open Space
o 5.3.15 Aesthetics and Visual Quality
o 5.3.16 Cultural Resources
Key data gaps include environmental footprint for LAUS, description of IOS and blended approach,
construction staging area locations and access roads locations.


Reviewed the Merced to Fresno and revised Fresno to Bakersfield Draft EIR/EIS and incorporated
relevant text and discussion in to PL EIR/EIS Sections.

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED


Organized and attended weekly project progress meetings/ conference calls with the
environmental team.



PMT/PL Team bi‐weekly meetings.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


Merced to Fresno Draft EIR/EIS



Fresno to Bakersfield Draft EIR/EIS



Revised Fresno to Bakersfield Draft EIR/EIS



Draft Technical Reports and EIR/EIS sections

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


As the details of the agreement to share Metro‐owned ROW remain undetermined, the HST
alignments currently in development and consequently the project description may change. This
can have a significant impact on the environmental analysis, if future decisions are not in
accordance with current assumptions.



Inclusion of the TSMF in the PL Section at this late date may delay the finalization of alignments
through the San Fernando Valley due to the additional alignment variability and completion of the
15% preliminary engineering design in the location of the proposed facility. This in turn will delay
the environmental documents completion.

TASK 6 ‐ STATION AREA DEVELOPMENT
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Activities this period included to reviewing PMT directives, memos, sections of the draft business
plan and circulars from other project sections for applicability to the PL section. Reviewed draft
technical studies and working drafts for station planning consistency.
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Developed concept work plan for potential terminal station option in Burbank for Hollywood Way
location



Analyzed revised Business Plan for potential changes to station planning efforts including potential
station along Hollywood Way.

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED


August PLA bi‐weekly meetings.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED




3.13_Station Planning, Land Use, and Development directive from PMT
Blended Service Concept of Ops Draft June 2012
Checklist for Practicability Analysis for Checkpoint B
Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol 2011

TASK 7 ‐ DRAFT AND FINAL EIR EIS
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


The concurrence on Checkpoint A received on July 19, 2012.



Alternatives (Chapter 2) ‐ Continued work on Chapter 2 to incorporate changes in the alignment
and other project elements in the Project Description. Continued preparation of Checkpoint B
packet as per the outline provided by the PMT

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED


PMT/PL Team bi‐weekly meetings.



JV meetings.

TASK 8 ‐ CERTIFICATION OF EIR/EIS DOCUMENTS AND PERMITTING


No work performed.

TASK 9 ‐ RIGHT OF WAY PRESERVATION AND ACQUISITION SERVICES


No work performed.
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PLANNED ACTIVITIES NEXT PERIOD
TASK 1 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT






Continue to hold meetings with stakeholders to discuss grade separations and Vehicle Maintenance
Facility
Continue to hold meetings with the Authority, the PMT and Metro
Attend meetings to discuss blended approach in the Valley.
Continue updating project schedules based on progress of work and changes warranted due to
additional scope of work, if any.
Continue updating earned value statement based on the progress achieved.

TASK 2 ‐ PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAM






Continue to brief stakeholders within the Palmdale to Los Angeles section on statewide and section
specific matters:
o Cities of Glendale, Burbank, San Fernando, Los Angeles, Santa Clarita, and Palmdale
o Towns of Acton and Agua Dulce
o Community, business and environmental justice organizations.
Continue to work with Stakeholder and/or Technical Working Groups to ensure information
provided per request.
Continue to update the stakeholder database to ensure that the appropriate stakeholders are
involved in the outreach process.
Continue to coordinate outreach efforts with LA to Anaheim, LA to San Diego and Bakersfield to
Palmdale teams.

TASK 3 ‐ PROJECT DEFINITION


Complete draft additional informal Supplemental Alternatives Analyses (AA) for the Palmdale to
Los Angeles section to identify additional TSMF locations to be carried through 15% design and the
environmental process. (3.4.9 out‐of‐scope work)



Complete draft further informal Supplemental Alternatives Analyses (AA) considering whether the
proposed “Santa Susana” tunnel between Sylmar and Santa Clarita should be extended under the
Sand Canyon area. (3.4.9 out‐of‐scope work)

TASK 4 ‐ 15% ENGINEERING



Continue developing adjustments to the alignment in the San Fernando Valley, as requested by
Metro and Metrolink, and directed by PMT. (4.1.2)
Revise SR 14E alignment in Palmdale no longer treating City of Palmdale Rancho Vista (Avenue P)
grade separation as a constraint to improve UPRR/Metrolink ROW width near East Palmdale station
location. (4.1.2)
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Consider alternative station location at Burbank, north of Hollywood Way, as requested by Metro
and Burbank Airport, and directed by PMT. (4.1.4)
Continue updating geotechnical reports for 15% Draft Submittal. (4.1.11)
Complete updating ROW drawings for 15% Draft Submittal. (4.1.13)
Continue finalizing grade separations based on comments from cities, Metro and EMT, and results
of Valley‐wide traffic study. (4.1.15)
Prepare new key plan(s) for traction power facilities and coordinate with alignment drawings for
further PMT/EMT review. (4.2)
Continue developing 15% Infrastructure capital cost estimate. (4.7.1)
Continue preparation of 15% Draft Submittal. (4.9)

TASK 5 ‐ EIR / EIS ANALYSIS



Continue work, as feasible with the available data, on the technical studies (5.2).
Continue work, as feasible with the available data, on the EIR‐EIS sections (5.3).

TASK 6 ‐ STATION PLANNING






Support AVA and Engineering Team in the development of the 15% design for the various station
options as needed.
Support Environmental Team in preparation of Draft EIR/EIS chapters
Review and revise station plans as needed based on direction from PMT regarding station parking
demand estimates for Blended Approach operations and assumptions. Review transportation study
and impact analysis for consistency with clarifying information. As ridership data becomes available,
clarify the potential parking and ridership impacts of a single station in the San Fernando Valley.
Utilize this understanding to inform station site planning and parking needs analysis.
Meet with representatives from local municipal staff to review station programming options as
needed.

TASK 7 ‐ DRAFT AND FINAL EIR EIS



Continue work on Alternatives (Chapter 2) as feasible with the information received to date.
Continue preparation of Checkpoint B package.

TASK 8 ‐ CERTIFICATION OF EIR/EIS DOCUMENTS AND PERMITTING


No work planned.

TASK 9 ‐ RIGHT OF WAY PRESERVATION AND ACQUISITION SERVICES


Right of Way activities are currently under Task 4.
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